"The home of performance packaging"
Bulk Bags are used widely in all forms of industry to handle dry solid powders and granules from anything from 250kgs in weight to 2000kgs at any one time.

At Cliffe Packaging we stock a wide range of Bulk Bags and have, in situ, a vast range of stock ready to be shipped today!

Over the past fifteen years we have developed a network of quality supply partners to provide a complete range of Bulk Bags, designed to solve any bulk handling issue. Our experience, knowledge and understanding of our partners’ production capabilities allow us to match your requirement with the best possible producer.

Whether your requirement is for a competitive but safe bag designed for a single trip, or whether your need is for a high specification Bulk Bags with aluminium gas retentive liners, we can match your needs. Cliffe Packaging is specialist in the field of bulk bag supply.

**Food Grade Bulk Bags**

Are manufactured under strict hygiene conditions in manufacturing facilities with recognised standards of certification. Bulk Bags are manufactured from 100% virgin polymers and are subject to strict quality checks throughout all stages of manufacture. Light tables are positioned at the end of every packing line and, if stipulated, finished goods are passed through metal detection prior to palletisation. When the goods arrive in the UK they are stored in recognised food grade warehouse facilities.

**Anti Static Bulk Bags**

Type B, C and D are used to transport dry powders and granules that are filled or discharge in potentially hazardous environments. Materials used in the construction of these types of bags have been designed to safely dissipate any static build up caused by particle friction.

**ADR/UN Certified Bulk Bags**

Are manufactured and tested in accordance with strict rules (as detailed by the United Nations Charter – Chapter 16) for the transportation of hazardous substances. Bags are designed to meet the UN’s criteria for Packing Groups II and III.

**Q Bags (Baffle bags)**

Are manufactured with internal shaped baffles which keeps the bags uniformly square in transport. They are ideal for maximising payload when packed into ISO containers, or for light density products.

**Standard Bulk Bags**

When the requirement is for high volume, low commodity powders or granules, we can supply a range of cost effective bulk bags specifically designed to reduce cost, but NEVER compromising safety or performance. Bulk Bags can be produced in flat or circular woven fabric. When transporting fine powders, dust proof seams can be stitched into the seams to prevent leakage. LDPE liners can also be fitted as a tube or formed into a shape, which can be then tabbed or glued into position.
Cliffe Packaging is an independent company with a reputation for providing excellent service.

We currently hold over £2 million worth of stock, specifically designed to provide a true just-in-time service.

Our commitment to you is based on the knowledge that all parts of the supply chain need to hold real value.

Once established as a supplier we will hold your stock in our warehouse, manage it and provide weekly reports which will help you to be in a position of never running out of bulk bags.

Our experienced, friendly and helpful sales team is dedicated to providing a truly first class service with one aim, which is to meet our customers’ requirements.

Contact us today for a quote.